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Cleaner and Greener  
HDC has made considerable progress  in reducing  the usage of CO2 by the council itself  and across 
the district 
The council will embark on another step via the collective buying power used in energy auctions to 
embrace the opportunity with ichoose  for buying solar power installations. 
70 properties have already been retrofitted as part of the Green Homes Grant and will be working 
with Platform Housing on a scheme delivering £480 000 worth of LAD  improvements . 
Fly-tipping  
Fly-tipping is still going down due to the successful Tip-off campaign. 
In September , award winning HDC secured a conviction incurring a £4500 find to the eco-criminal . 
Economy  
Unemployment is still relatively low in July there were 1355 claimants  in the district and there 
are  around 3200 jobs available in our local economy. 
More major investment by 4 national logistics companies will be announced with a promise of 
another  future 1600 new jobs to come . 
There have been a series of job clubs  held in Lutterworth see HDC website for details 
A testament to the resilience of our local business community . 
Grants 
As of September  HDC has handed out £5.1 million in approx..1500 grants  via various schemes 
and  a additional £ 900 000 recovery grant has been launched 
There will be a second round of grants available for businesses see HDC  website 
HDC has just launched a new shopfront improvement grant  
HGV/LGV 
HDC has developed  a funded training scheme to address the long-term  shortfall of drivers 
School meal vouchers  
Another £240 000 package was agreed to for thousands of struggling  families during October half-
term 
Secondary School  
All application  
Need to be submitted by October 31. 
Speeding  
Speeding is an ongoing issue and common concern specially now more people are walking 
I have managed to get a 20mph speed limited introduced on Mac Cawley  Road . We have dropped 
60mph speed limits to 50 mph in some areas and there are more MAVS but sadly we cannot manage 
drivers bad behaviour Therefore I have been lobbying the County Council to lobby Government  for 
more speed camera  initiatives . 
Eco-school 
LCC has funded a £341 000 eco class room scheme  in Coalville , a very first . 
Cameras 
There will be an additional 5 surveillance cameras installed in Lutterworth at a cost of over £29ooo 
Leisure Centre  
Commitment by HDC to spend £ 1m  on refurbishments of the leisure centre 

 


